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Abstract 1 

We report the promoting effect of graphitic carbon nitride in Cu-catalyzed N-arylation. The 2 

abundance of pyridinic coordination sites in this host permits the adsorption of copper iodide from 3 

the reaction medium. The key to achieving high activity is to confine active Cu species on the 4 

surface, which is accomplished by introducing atomically-dispersed metal dopants to block 5 

diffusion into the bulk. The alternative route of incorporating metal during the synthesis of 6 

graphitic carbon nitride is ineffective as Cu is thermodynamically more stable in inactive 7 

subsurface positions. A combination of X-ray absorption, X-ray photoelectron, and electron 8 

paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy, density functional theory, and Kinetic Monte Carlo 9 

simulations is employed to determine the location and associated geometry as well as the electronic 10 

structure of metal centers. N-arylation activity correlates to the surface coverage by copper, which 11 

varies during the reaction due to an interplay between site formation via adsorption from the 12 

reaction medium and deactivation by diffusion into the bulk of the material, and is highest when 13 

an Fe dopant is used that hinders movement through the lattice. 14 

 15 

Key words: Catalysts, Metals, Supports, C-N coupling, Copper, Carbon nitride, Catalyst 16 

deactivation.  17 
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Introduction 1 

Metal-mediated C-N bond formation via the cross-coupling of aryl halides with amines has been 2 

actively researched since its introduction in seminal works of Ullmann and Goldberg (Cu)1 and 3 

more recently by independent works of Buchwald (Cu and Pd)2,3 and Hartwig (Pd).4 It now 4 

represents an indispensable tool for the construction of important fine-chemical and 5 

pharmaceutical intermediates.5-7 Cu-mediated processes attract interest due to the continued 6 

pressure to move away from the use of precious metals, and there have been increasing efforts to 7 

improve their efficiency by increasing reaction rate, broadening substrate scope, or permitting 8 

operation under milder conditions.8,9 In addition to Cu, Fe-catalyzed processes have also been 9 

explored to enable transformations under mild conditions,10 and the combination of Fe and Cu as 10 

cooperative bimetallic catalytic systems has been reported to yield efficient performance.11-15 11 

However, these studies have also raised questions about the exact role of Fe,16 and the mechanistic 12 

origin of potential synergistic effects with Cu remains unclear. 13 

Several efforts have also been directed towards the development of N-arylation reactions mediated 14 

by heterogeneous copper catalysts, including copper nanoparticles supported on organic 15 

polymers,17,18 bulk Cu-Fe hydrotalcite19 and Cu-exchanged fluorapatite20 phases, and immobilized 16 

Cu complexes21. Although attractive yields have been obtained, none of the systems have matched 17 

the specific activity of homogeneous catalysts. The decreased efficiency can arise from the 18 

intrinsically distinct electronic and geometric properties of active sites in metal nanoparticles 19 

compared to homogeneous complexes, or from the suboptimal organization, with many of the 20 

atoms inaccessible in the bulk of the metal-containing phases. Independent of the approach, 21 

evaluation of the heterogeneous catalysts in consecutive reaction cycles evidenced a progressive 22 
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decrease in the yield in all cases. Additionally, the nature of the active sites and the related 1 

mechanism of N-arylation remain poorly understood.17-21 2 

Single-atom heterogeneous catalysts (SAHCs) are promising alternatives to traditional systems for 3 

replacement of their homogeneous counterparts, sharing structural similarities with those of 4 

organometallic complexes.22-24 To date, research targeting the use of these advanced catalysts for 5 

this purpose has primarily focused on Rh-based SAHCs for hydroformylation25,26 or Pd-based 6 

SAHCs for Suzuki−Miyaura27 or Ullmann-type28,29 C-C coupling reactions. Graphitic carbon 7 

nitride (GCN) is known to be able to stabilize single metal atoms in high concentration and was 8 

recently shown to provide a flexible coordination environment for Pd atoms that could adapt to 9 

the reaction requirements in Suzuki coupling.27 Additionally, the crystalline structure of GCN 10 

maximizes the uniformity of coordination sites for metal atoms, making these systems good 11 

platforms for investigating the reactivity of distinct metal centers in other coupling reactions. 12 

In this contribution, we prepare Cu-(Cu1/GCN), Fe- (Fe1/GCN) and Cu-Fe (Cu1Fe1/GCN) SAHCs 13 

based on graphitic carbon nitride (GCN) to study their potential in Ullmann-type C–N bond-14 

forming reactions. However, none of the SAHCs are active when evaluated under state-of-the-art 15 

conditions. Since GCN possesses abundant metal coordination sites, we evaluate the impact of 16 

adding this material to the homogeneously-catalyzed reaction, which reveals a significant 17 

promoting effect. The reaction rate is further enhanced by using Fe1/GCN. Detailed experimental 18 

and computational analysis of the material provides insights on the interaction of the 19 

heterogeneous component with CuI and the optimal coordination environment of supported copper 20 

sites. Metal diffusion into the host is identified as a critical parameter determining reaction 21 

kinetics. A descriptor for quantification of active species is developed using Kinetic Monte Carlo 22 

simulations, by estimating surface coverage of Cu in the materials under the reaction conditions. 23 
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Experimental Section 1 

Catalyst Synthesis. Metal-free GCN was prepared by calcination of dicyandiamide (Aldrich, 2 

>99%, 10 g) at 823 K (2.3 K min−1 ramp rate) in a crucible for 4 h under a nitrogen flow 3 

(15 cm3 min−1). Fe1/GCN, Cu1/GCN and Cu1Fe1/GCN were prepared via a one-pot synthesis. 4 

Dicyandiamide was ground for 15 min by hand in a mortar with Fe(NO3)3·9H2O (Sigma Aldrich, 5 

>98%), Cu(NO3)2·2.5H2O (Acros Organics (ACR), >98%), or both salts, respectively. The amount 6 

of salt added was calculated to achieve the desired metal content by considering a polymerization 7 

yield of GCN from dicyandiamide of 50%. Unlike cyanide compounds, dicyandiamide is stable 8 

under these conditions and widely used as a precursor for synthesis of carbon nitrides and N-doped 9 

carbons.30,31 The resulting solid was placed in a tubular oven under N2 flow (20 cm3 min−1) and 10 

after flushing for 1 h at 373 K the mixture was heated up to 823 K (2.3 K min−1 ramp rate) for 4 h. 11 

To investigate the effect of the atmosphere, the mixture of dicyandiamide and Fe(NO)3 (as 12 

described above) was placed in the static oven in air following the same heating procedure. 13 

Catalyst Characterization. Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry 14 

(ICP-OES) was conducted using a Horiba Ultra 2 instrument after dissolving the samples under 15 

sonication in a piranha solution. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed in a PANalytical X’Pert 16 

PRO-MPD diffractometer operated in Bragg-Brentano geometry using Ni filtered Cu K 17 

( = 0.1541 nm) radiation. Data were recorded in the range of 5-70° 2 (0.05° angular step size, 18 

2 s per step). Thermogravimetric analysis was conducted in a Linseis PT1600 thermobalance in 19 

Ar (300 cm3 STP min−1), heating the sample from 298-973 K (5 K min−1 ramp). For microscopy 20 

analysis, the samples were dispersed as dry powders onto holey-carbon coated Cu or Ni grids. 21 

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 22 

(EDX) measurements were performed on a Talos F200X instrument (200 kV). 23 
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Aberration-corrected annular dark-field (AC-ADF) STEM imaging of Fe1/GCN and Fe1/GCN 1 

after 3 cycles was undertaken on a Hermes STEM (Nion, 60 kV, convergence semi-angle of 2 

33 mrad) equipped with a cold field emission electron source and a Nion corrector for the probe-3 

forming optics, located at SuperSTEM, the U.K. National Research Facility for Advanced Electron 4 

Microscopy. AC-ADF-STEM images of other samples were obtained using a Titan3 80-300 5 

(ThermoFisher) microscope (300 kV, convergence semi-angle of 18 mrad) equipped with a high-6 

brightness ‘X-FEG’ electron source and a CEOS aberration corrector for the probe-forming optics. 7 

In all cases, dwell time (<12 μs per pixel with beam currents <50 pA) and pixel size were 8 

optimized to ensure sufficient signal-to-noise for single metal atom visibility while minimizing 9 

beam-induced changes. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was conducted in a Physical 10 

Electronics Instruments Quantum 2000 spectrometer using monochromatic Al K radiation 11 

generated from an electron beam operated at 15 kV and 32.3 W. The spectra were collected under 12 

ultra-high vacuum conditions (5×10−7 Pa) at a pass energy of 46.95 eV and referenced to the C 1s 13 

peak of C3N4 at 288.1 eV. X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) at the Cu and Fe K-edge were 14 

acquired at the XAFCA beamline of the Singapore Synchrotron Light Source (SSLS, operated at 15 

0.7 GeV with a maximum current of 200 mA).32 The data were collected in transmission mode 16 

using ion chamber detectors, except for the analysis of the Cu K-edge of the used catalysts, which 17 

were collected in fluorescence mode using a silicon drift detector. All samples were pelletized as 18 

disks (10 mm diameter, 1 mm thick) using boron nitride as a binder. The XAFS data were 19 

processed using the ATHENA module in the Demeter packages following standard procedures.33 20 

Quantitative structural parameters were obtained using the ARTEMIS module via a least-squares 21 

curve parameter fitting method (Table S1).33 Very similar results were also obtained using 22 

LARCH (Table S2).34 Continuous-wave electron paramagnetic resonance (cw-EPR) spectra of 23 
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powder samples in quartz tubes (3 mm OD, 1 cm filling height) were recorded at a microwave 1 

frequency of approximately 9.5 GHz on an Elexsys E580 EPR spectrometer (Bruker Biospin) 2 

equipped with a cylindrical resonator and an ESR900 helium flow cryostat (Oxford Instruments) 3 

to stabilize the temperature to 5 K. Cw-EPR spectra were recorded under non-saturating conditions 4 

at a microwave power of 0.2 mW, unless stated. For detection a magnetic field modulation of 5 

0.2 mT and 100 kHz was applied and the modulated signal was amplified by a lock-in amplifier 6 

(81.92 ms conversion time, 40.96 ms time constant), sweeping the magnetic field from 2.5-7 

1000 mT in 4096 steps. The magnetic field offset was corrected using DPPH (Sigma Aldrich) as 8 

a reference and the spectrometer baseline was subtracted using an empty quartz capillary as a 9 

reference. 10 

Catalyst Evaluation. A vial containing a magnetic stirring bar was charged with Fe1/GCN 11 

(1 mol%), CuI (5 mol%), amine (1 equiv.; if solid), aryl iodide (1 equiv.; if solid) and Cs2CO3 12 

(2 equiv.). Dry dimethyl formamide (DMF, 0.9 cm3) was added, along with aryl iodide (1 equiv.; 13 

if liquid) and amine (1 equiv.; if liquid). The vials were flushed with argon, sealed with urethane 14 

screw caps with PTFE inserts, and heated to 393 K for 12 h. After cooling to room temperature, 15 

the reaction mixture was diluted with DCM (1 cm3) and filtered either through a syringe filter or 16 

through a Büchner funnel, lined with filter paper. The residue was washed with DCM (2 × 2 cm3) 17 

and water (2 × 3 cm3). The phases of the filtrate were separated and the aqueous phase was washed 18 

with DCM (3 × 5 cm3). The combined organic layers were washed with brine and dried over 19 

MgSO4. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the crude product was purified by 20 

silica gel chromatography with an eluent of hexane and ethyl acetate. Complete details of the 21 

procedures for catalytic testing are provided in Note S1. 22 
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Computational Details. Spin unrestricted density functional theory (DFT) simulations were 1 

performed using the Vienna Ab Initio Simulation Package code34,35 to gain further understanding 2 

of the metal-scaffold interactions and the cooperative effect of Cu and Fe in the N-arylation 3 

reaction. A generalized gradient approximation was employed, expressed by the Perdew–Burke–4 

Ernzenhof functional36 with the D3 correction37 to describe van der Waals interactions. Inner 5 

electrons were represented as projector augmented wave potentials38,39 and the valence electrons 6 

were expanded in plane waves with a cut-off kinetic energy of 450 eV. Models for the GCN, 7 

Fe1/GCN and Cu1/GCN samples were constructed as well as for potential structures formed in situ 8 

(in the presence of CuI, totaling to ca. 200 structures) in a (2 × 2) heptazinic supercell with four 9 

layers. Our approach implies that to maintain electroneutrality, the charge of the adsorbed atoms 10 

is redistributed effectively in the -system of the host. This is clearly seen in Figure S1, where the 11 

density of the Cu1/GCN is subtracted from that of the carbon matrix and Cu itself. It becomes clear 12 

that while the Cu gets positively charged the missing charge is redistributed in the -system of 13 

GCN. Multireference configurations cannot be introduced easily by DFT but, due to the lack of 14 

strong interaction in the dimers, these effects are minor compared to those associated with the 15 

liquid-solid material exchange. Consistent with the limited interaction between the cations, the 16 

shortest identified Cu−Fe distance is 2.60 Å. As the reaction consists of two phases and Cu can be 17 

present either in solution or in the material, it is crucial to determine the amount and location (i.e. 18 

surface or bulk) of metal in GCN by taking into account concentration effects over time and 19 

extending the spatial dimension. To this end, Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations40 were 20 

performed. This allows us to introduce time as a variable and the liquid as a reservoir for the 21 

material, thereby permitting the dynamic study of the system. Unlike other kinetic procedures such 22 

as microkinetics, it also preserves the spatial dependence between the different cavities. The KMC 23 
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runs were done by adapting our in-house code with a (100 × 100) surface cell and 10 layers of the 1 

simulation cell. The diffusion (percolation through the nanoporous heptazinic holes) and 2 

dimerization (formation of metal–metal bonds) paths were sampled at the DFT level and the 3 

thermodynamic and kinetic parameters obtained were employed as input in the KMC together with 4 

the experimental temperature and stoichiometry. Benchmarks for larger KMC runs and error 5 

estimations are found in Tables S3 and S4 and Figures S2 and S3. Extended computational details 6 

are provided in Note S2. All computed structures can be found online and are freely available 7 

through the ioChem-BD database.41,42 8 

 9 

Results and Discussion 10 

Single-atom heterogeneous catalysts. To evaluate the potential of SAHCs for the arylation of 11 

amines, three metal-doped graphitic carbon nitride (GCN) systems containing Cu (denoted 12 

Cu1/GCN), Fe (Fe1/GCN), or both metals (Cu1Fe1/GCN) were prepared by introducing the 13 

corresponding nitrate salts during the polymerization of dicyandiamide (Figure 1a). The 14 

importance of ensuring inert conditions during the synthesis was shown by conducting the same 15 

treatment in air, which resulted in the formation of a bulk FexOy phase with low carbon content 16 

(Figure S4). 17 

Careful examination by aberration-corrected annular dark-field scanning transmission electron 18 

microscopy (AC‑ADF)STEM demonstrated the predominant presence of isolated metal atoms in 19 

all samples (Figure 1b-d and Figure S5). Small metal clusters (<1 nm) were detected in 20 

Cu1Fe1/GCN, but only in a few of the large number of locations studied. The high density of atoms 21 

in these catalysts makes it difficult to exclude the presence of small metal ensembles such as dimers 22 

and trimers from simple inspection of the images. Note that AC-ADF-STEM images were acquired 23 
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with an electron exposure to identify single atoms while minimizing beam-induced motion, 1 

resulting in relatively high noise levels. Statistical analysis of the nearest-neighbor distances 2 

(NND) supported the predominance of single atoms, the observed distribution closely matching 3 

that theoretically expected for a random arrangement.43 The high dispersion of the desired metals 4 

was also confirmed by STEM imaging coupled with energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy 5 

at lower magnification (Figures 1b-d and S6). Consistently, no metal-metal bonds were detected 6 

in the Fourier transformed extended X-ray absorption fine structure (FT-EXAFS) spectra of any 7 

of the samples (Figure 2a,b). Dominant contributions around 1.6 Å for Cu and 1.8 Å for Fe, 8 

correspond to the expected positions of the metals bound to nitrogen in the structure. Note that, 9 

although it is not possible to discriminate Cu–N from Cu–O or Cu–C bonds only from FT-EXAFS 10 

spectrum, coordination with nitrogen in the GCN scaffold would be thermodynamically preferred 11 

over carbon and the catalysts were prepared under inert conditions. Derivation of the coordination 12 

number (CN) based on fitting of the EXAFS data gives a value of 3.1 for Cu and 4.8 for Fe 13 

(Table S1). 14 

Density functional theory simulations reveal that both Cu and Fe are likely stabilized as isolated 15 

centers in two generally preferred locations within the GCN lattice (Figure 3a). These correspond 16 

to the interlayer “i” and the subsurface heptazinic “u” positions, with a difference in simulated 17 

core-level shifts of 1.3 eV (Table S5). To quantify the relative stability, formation energies were 18 

computed using an empty cavity and an isolated atom as reference states (Table S6). For both 19 

metals, the interlayer motif “i” (Figure 3b) is more stable than the subsurface “u” (surface “s”) by 20 

0.74 eV (1.03 eV) for Fe and 0.54 eV (0.59 eV) for Cu. Consistent with the experimental results, 21 

homo- or heteronuclear dimers or trimers of Cu and Fe were found to be generally less stable than 22 

isolated atoms in the same coordination sites (Table S7), and therefore unlikely to form 23 
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(endothermic in the range from 0.64 to 3.85 eV referenced to isolated atoms in the “i” positions, 1 

Table S8). In fact, the displacement of metal atoms from the “i” motif to any other position 2 

available in the material (of the large set of explored structures ~200, Table S9) was found to be 3 

endothermic. 4 

Comparison of the XANES spectra evidences a valence state of between +1 and +2 for Cu based 5 

on comparison with reference samples (Figure S7). This is consistent with previously reported 6 

values for Cu SAHCs.44-46 It is not possible to assign the Cu oxidation state from the Cu 2p XPS 7 

spectrum alone due to the identical binding energies of Cu0 and Cu+, but the absence of shake up 8 

excitations around 940-944 eV indicates that no significant amount of Cu2+ is present at the surface 9 

(Figure 2c). Examination of the corresponding Cu LMM Auger spectra (Figure 2e), which 10 

exhibits a prominent peak at 571.2 eV, points to the presence of Cu+, consistent with the expected 11 

cationic nature of isolated metal centers in GCN.47 The shape of the Auger signal points to Cu2O 12 

with no metallic Cu present, which is usually the expected surface compound for air exposed Cu. 13 

However, the Auger peak does not appear at the exact reference position for bulk Cu2O which is 14 

569.7 eV,48 but is shifted to 571.6 eV binding energy. This shift has been described before to occur 15 

when Cu2O is dispersed in submonolayer form.49 In the EPR spectra (Figure 2f), the characteristic 16 

hyperfine quartet structure, consisting of three resolved, equally spaced peaks at 280, 301, and 17 

322 mT, provides evidence for the presence of Cu2+ due to its nuclear spin of I = 3/2. The fact that 18 

Cu2+ species are not observed by XPS indicates that they likely originate from Cu in the bulk of 19 

the material. Identifying the correct fingerprints to analyze the speciation of metal atoms on carbon 20 

materials theoretically is highly nontrivial, and care must be taken to ensure that charges are 21 

adequately considered.50,51 Adsorption in the cavities of GCN provide species with M+ character, 22 

where the host accommodates the extra charge, while inside the lattice the metal centers are more 23 
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positively charged. In agreement with the experimental data, both Cu species are positively 1 

charged with a difference in simulated core-level shifts of 0.9 eV between the “i” and “u” positions. 2 

Determination of the chemical state of Fe by XPS requires caution due to the multiple possible 3 

species with overlapping binding energies.52 Careful analysis of the Fe 2p XPS spectrum identifies 4 

the presence of two oxidized species, with the majority attributed to Fe2+ and a slightly lower 5 

amount of Fe3+ (Figure 2e). Consistently, EPR measurements evidence a signal with a g-value of 6 

4.3 that corresponds to Fe3+ (Figure 2f). Additional transitions near zero magnetic field in the X 7 

band could potentially originate from high spin Fe2+ species with axial coordination, as has been 8 

theoretically demonstrated.53 Finally, the characterization of the Cu and Fe centers in Cu1Fe1/GCN 9 

reveals that the properties are virtually equivalent to those evidenced for samples containing only 10 

a single metal. In all cases, a lower metal content is detected on the catalyst surface with respect 11 

to the bulk (Table 1), which agrees with the uniform distribution throughout the GCN host as 12 

expected using a direct polymerization approach for metal introduction.47 Analysis of the 13 

composition of the near-surface region (ca. 0.5-2 nm depth) by XPS confirms the low oxygen 14 

content, which does not exceed 2 atomic percent (at%) in any of the samples. 15 

The catalytic performance of Fe1/GCN, Cu1/GCN, and Cu1,Fe1/GCN was investigated in the 16 

arylation of N-heterocycles (Figure 4a). Different variables such as the source and amount of 17 

metal, the base, solvent, temperature, and the type of aryl halide influence this reaction, and the 18 

initial choice was based on the best-reported results.5 Specifically, the reactions were carried out 19 

with 5 mol% of the copper source, 1 mol% of the iron source, and 2 equiv. Cs2CO3 in DMF at 20 

393 K. As a point of reference, the Ullman coupling reaction of iodobenzene (1a) and pyrazole 21 

(2a) is catalyzed by CuI in the absence of Fe, producing 1-phenyl-1H-pyrazole (3a) in 44% yield 22 

after 6 h. When the reaction is conducted with CuI in combination with FeCl3 for 6 h, only slight 23 
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increase in yield (50%) is observed. In comparison, experiments revealed that neither of the 1 

Cu-containing SAHCs (Cu1/GCN or Fe1Cu1/GCN) catalyzes the reaction when replacing CuI 2 

under equivalent conditions. 3 

Enhanced efficiency through surface activation. Solid surfaces also attract interest as promoters 4 

in coupling reactions through surface-confinement.54 Considering the abundance of metal 5 

coordination sites in the host, we examined the influence of adding GCN (50 wt% relative to 6 

pyrazole) to the CuI-catalyzed reaction (Figure 4b). Interestingly, a considerably enhanced yield 7 

of 3a (70%) was observed after 6 h. A similar effect was observed if GCN was substituted with 8 

Cu1/GCN, but surprisingly the introduction of Fe1/GCN led to a remarkable further enhancement 9 

leading to 1-phenyl-1H-pyrazole in quantitative yield after only 4 h. Based on the total Cu content, 10 

this results in a five-fold increase in the turnover frequency (TOF) compared to the standard 11 

CuI-catalyzed reaction (Figure 4b), while GCN alone leads to almost a 2-fold increase. Since 12 

Fe1/GCN and GCN exhibit virtually equivalent surface area, this suggests that presence of Fe in 13 

the lattice plays an important role. Unfortunately, quantitative comparison with TOFs reported in 14 

literature is not possible since previous studies on homogeneous versions of this reaction did not 15 

report sufficient data to calculate them,55 and values may vary widely for other substrates. 16 

The systematic evaluation of copper catalysts in N-arylation reactions is essential because of well-17 

known reproducibility issues related to the variable induction periods resulting from the use of 18 

partially soluble inorganic bases56 and the possible presence of metal contaminants.16 Our study 19 

shows that the carbon nitride promotes the state-of-the-art homogeneous copper catalyst (CuI)5, 20 

leading to higher turnover frequency when benchmarked against known methods under 21 

comparable reaction conditions. A wide array of parameters including the temperature and time 22 

(Table S10), copper source (Table S11), and the choice of base and other additives (Table S12) 23 
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were evaluated to identify the maximal promotional effect upon addition of Fe1/GCN. It was found 1 

that both Cu+ and Cu2+ could be employed as Cu sources. The presence of copper salts (such as 2 

triflates, sulfates, or halides) is crucial for the reaction and cannot be replaced by salts of other 3 

metals. In contrast, the nature of the ligand appears less influential. The addition of Cs2CO3 is 4 

essential, and omitting it or replacing it with K2CO3 gave no product formation (0%). Replacement 5 

of GCN with an activated carbon host reduced the efficiency of the arylation reaction, producing 6 

only a yield of less than 20% (Figure S8). This suggests that the abundant pyridinic sites in 7 

graphitic carbon nitride play an important role in enhancing the kinetics of N-arylation. The 8 

structure differs from that of previously reported copper complexes with dicyandiamide as a 9 

ligand, as this molecule binds the metal via a nitrile nitrogen.57 The latter creates a similar 10 

coordination environment to that generated when acetonitrile is used as a solvent, which doesn’t 11 

enhance the reaction kinetics compared to the use of DMF. 12 

To study the effect of the Fe content in Fe1/GCN, three distinct samples were prepared (Figure S4). 13 

Analysis by XRD revealed a loss of the crystalline order of the host at very high metal loading 14 

(20 wt%), which led to reduced stability of the metal atoms and formation of nanoparticles. 15 

However, variation of the Fe content between 0.4–5.4 wt% did not alter speciation, but led to a 16 

proportional increase in surface metal concentration as determined by XPS (Figure S9, Table 1). 17 

Evaluation of the resulting materials using an equivalent Fe amount revealed a similar 18 

enhancement of the yield of 1-phenyl-1H-pyrazole (3a) over all Fe-doped samples, which indicates 19 

that the structure of the active center was equivalent in all cases (Figure S8). 20 

To gain insight into the promotional effect of Fe1/GCN, we evaluated its reusability in consecutive 21 

catalytic runs. To investigate the potential activity of adsorbed species, the catalytic solid was 22 

isolated and washed after 12 h in the reaction medium and the recovered material was tested in a 23 
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freshly prepared reaction mixture containing no CuI. However, no coupling products were 1 

observed, indicating that the active species are not preserved in the used catalyst. In contrast, if 2 

CuI was freshly added in each run, the used heterogeneous Fe1/GCN component achieved 3 

quantitative yields in five consecutive 12 h runs. To understand the interaction of CuI with the 4 

Fe1/GCN promoter and associated structural impact, the isolated and dried Fe1/GCN sample was 5 

characterized following each run. Low magnification STEM images of the used sample confirm 6 

the absence of metal nanoparticles and elemental maps indicate that copper is incorporated on the 7 

surface of the GCN particles (Figure 5a,b). AC-ADF-STEM images evidence a high density of 8 

atomically-dispersed metal species (Figure S10). The presence of iron in these areas was 9 

confirmed by electron energy loss spectroscopy at the Fe L23 edge (Figure 5c), which also 10 

identified the presence of cesium species originating from the Cs2CO3 base applied in the reaction. 11 

Chemical analyses confirm that the Fe content remains constant, pointing to the absence of Fe 12 

leaching, and provides evidence for the accumulation of appreciable amounts of Cu (ca. 10% of 13 

the Cu present in solution) that must also be present as single atoms (Table 1). The amount of 14 

copper incorporated reaches a maximum after three runs, which could indicate the development of 15 

an equilibrium been the copper present in the reaction medium and adsorbed on the solid. To 16 

investigate the possibility of saturating the sample with copper to avoid deactivation of the active 17 

species by diffusion into the bulk (vide infra), the sample recovered after five consecutive runs 18 

was tested without adding CuI, but the yields remained negligible. Reducing the amount of CuI 19 

applied to promote full uptake from the reaction medium or increasing the concentration to 20 

promote higher uptakes did not prove straightforward, due to slow kinetics or poor solubility, 21 

respectively. No iodine was detected in the used samples by EDX, indicating that the function of 22 

the GCN is not simply as a base to remove the HI produced during the reaction. 23 
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Inspection of FT-EXAFS spectra of used Fe1/GCN at the Cu K-edge shows that the coordination 1 

sphere of Cu deposited on the catalyst surface during the reaction is altered when compared to that 2 

observed for CuI: A Cu–N(O) bond at 1.5 Å strongly suggests coordination with the GCN scaffold 3 

(Figure 5d). The CNs of Cu atoms are similar to those observed from Cu1/GCN and Cu1Fe1/GCN 4 

(Table S1). Analysis of the Fe K-edge indicates that the coordination environment of Fe sites is 5 

largely unaffected by the adsorption of other metals (Figure 5e, Table S1). Comparison of 6 

XANES spectra at the respective edges of both metals (Figure S7), shows that the Cu species 7 

incorporated during the reaction are slightly more oxidized than when the metal is introduced 8 

during the synthesis, providing evidence for edge positions closer to that of the CuO than the Cu2O 9 

reference (Figure 5f). This is consistent with the higher XPS shift computed for CuI in surface 10 

sites (0.27 eV) than for Cu in the same position (−0.01 eV) or in subsurface (−0.90 eV) sites 11 

(Table S2). In contrast, Fe centers shift to slightly lower positions after use of Fe1/GCN in the 12 

reaction. XPS data show that the surface concentration of Cu increases to much higher values than 13 

the surface metal contents of any of the as-synthesized SAHCs (Table 1), and analysis of the 14 

Auger spectra confirms the presence of Cu+ species at the surface. In contrast, the surface Fe 15 

content drops to almost zero after the first run, which suggests that it is not directly involved in the 16 

catalytic cycle, and agrees with the absence of Fe leaching. In agreement with the findings of 17 

XAFS, XPS data provides evidence for a lower degree of oxidation, with a decreased proportion 18 

of Fe3+ with respect to Fe2+. EPR analyses confirm the presence of isolated Cu2+ species, but the 19 

signals are broader and shift to lower magnetic fields compared to the fresh Cu1/GCN or 20 

Cu1Fe1/GCN, suggesting a less well-defined coordination sphere (Figure 5g). Slight variations in 21 

intensities of EPR spectra can originate from differences in sample conductivity (Figure S11). 22 
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Having identified optimal reaction conditions, additional partners in the N-arylation reaction were 1 

examined (Figure 6). Aryl iodides bearing electron-donating (3c) and electron-withdrawing 2 

substituents (3d-3g) furnished products in quantitative yields. Notably, compounds containing an 3 

aryl chloride (3f) or aryl bromide (3g) could be employed with the coupling reaction displaying 4 

high degree of chemoselectivity for iodide. The remaining halides in the products enable further 5 

functionalization by implementation of numerous other coupling reactions. The reaction also 6 

works with substrates incorporating reactive sites with adjacent methyl groups (3b). Moreover, 7 

iodo-heteroarenes (3i and 3j) are good substrates for the reaction. In contrast, variation of the 8 

amine nucleophile had a more profound influence on the outcome of the reaction. Introducing 9 

methyl groups on the pyrazole reduces the yield significantly to 71% (3k) and 53% (3l). Other 10 

heterocyclic amines could also be used as coupling partners (3m–3p), as well as functionalized 11 

N-heterocycles bearing a free alcohol (3q) or an ester (3r). 12 

In situ formation of the active species. The mechanism of CuI-catalyzed reaction in 13 

homogeneous phase has been both experimentally58 and computationally59-61 studied in the 14 

literature. Our study has shown that a two-fold enhancement in activity can be achieved by 15 

introducing metal-free GCN material and that nearly quantitative yields can be obtained after 4 h 16 

through doping the lattice of GCN with Fe single atoms. To rationalize this remarkable 17 

promotional effect, the synergy between the solution reservoir of CuI molecules and the Fe atoms 18 

dispersed in GCN to form the active species needs to be considered in the simulations. As the 19 

formation of metal ensembles in which Fe atoms could directly affect the Cu sites within the 20 

material appears energetically uncompetitive, the interactions between CuI and GCN or the Fe- or 21 

Cu-doped analogs were evaluated by DFT. 22 
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After extensive sampling of the possible coordination geometries over the support (Figure S12), 1 

CuI was found to adsorb and reside on the surface heptazinic cavity of GCN. Due to the bulky 2 

nature of the anion and the relatively strong Cu–I bond, both the penetration of this molecule into 3 

the lattice and dissociation are strongly endothermic (>2 eV). When Fe is sitting in the subsurface 4 

interlayer “i” (the most stable position) and CuI is adsorbed in the same heptazinic cavity, no 5 

electronic perturbation to the Cu–I bond (or change in the Bader charge) is observed, suggesting 6 

that Fe does not have a co-catalytic role. This is because configurations in which Fe-Cu bonds are 7 

formed have lower stability in comparison to ensembles that occupy the same cavity, the distances 8 

are relatively large (2.60 Å), indicative of a weak bond (the neutral dimer distance is 2.31 Å, 9 

BE = 1.56), this is due to the fact that both species are positively charged.62 Therefore, the active 10 

sites comprise Cu atoms partially coordinated on the surface of the macroheterocycle (either as Cu 11 

or as the Cu–I that would need a preactivation step), but Fe does not appear to have a direct 12 

electronic effect on the reaction mechanism. 13 

The fact that the coordination of CuI to heptazine sites in GCN can generate a more active species 14 

than the purely homogeneous CuI seems reasonable considering that diamine,55,63,64 pyridine,65,66 15 

and phenanthroline67,68 based ligands have previously been shown to promote CuI-catalyzed 16 

N-arylation reactions.5,69 In our systems the carbon scaffold can be seen as acting as the ligand. 17 

Calculations of initial stages of the interaction of pyrazole and iodobenzene with the CuI-Fe1/GCN 18 

system indicate that there is no energy improvement with respect to the CuI-catalyzed reaction in 19 

solution (Table S13, the adsorption energy of reactants differs by only 0.1 eV). However, 20 

differences can be anticipated in other terms, in particular in surface confinement and the potential 21 

interaction with the GCN lattice would lead to elevated concentration of substrates at the interface. 22 

In addition, translational entropy contributions will favor the confined system.  23 
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Accumulation of the active species. Static DFT cannot account for the highly dynamic nature of 1 

the system where a close interrelationship between solution and material is crucial to understand 2 

the reactivity and dominates other potential electronic terms. The reaction medium surrounding 3 

the GCN material acts as a CuI reservoir, and active metal species, either initially present in the 4 

GCN lattice or incorporated from the solution, can deactivate by diffusion into the bulk of the 5 

material. To account for concentration effects over time we employed Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) 6 

simulations, mimicking metal content and distribution of experimentally synthesized samples. 7 

KMC is needed to include simultaneously the time dependences and the geometric constraints and 8 

links that would be lost in a mean-field approach. In particular, we considered Fe1/GCN containing 9 

5.6, 4.1, or 0.4 wt% of Fe, Cu1/GCN containing 1.7 wt% of Cu, and metal-free GCN at 393 K. As 10 

a starting point, the stoichiometric metal loading was randomly distributed over the 100 × 100 × 10 11 

coordination positions considered in the simulation. These sites were connected according to the 12 

structure of GCN (Figure S13). When Fe1/GCN or Cu1/GCN systems are considered as isolated 13 

systems (i.e. no CuI reservoir), the coverage of surface metal atoms decays in a very short time. 14 

The metal atoms percolate from the surface to inner positions within the material, and finally only 15 

“i” positions remain populated (Figure S14). The absence of surface metal species explains the 16 

inactivity of the Cu- and Fe-SAHCs as heterogeneous catalysts. 17 

Extending the simulations to account for the presence of CuI, high coverage of isolated Cu atoms 18 

were introduced in “s” positions (assuming that Cu atoms originate from CuI followed by the 19 

removal of I during the coupling reaction, Figure 7a). For GCN, evolving the system to estimate 20 

the deactivation of active species via percolation resulted in a homogeneous distribution of Cu 21 

atoms in “i” positions (Figure 7b). Interestingly, when starting from the equilibrated Fe1/GCN, 22 

the percolation of the Cu in “s” is reduced with increasing Fe concentration (Figure S15). For 23 
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example, the average time to completely deplete the surface Cu in 0.4Fe1/GCN or Cu1/GCN is 1 

(3.0±0.1)×10−5 s and (2.5±1.9)×10−4 s, respectively. 2 

Assuming that the activity of a catalyst relates to its ability to maintain a higher concentration of 3 

active copper sites at surface “s” positions, we evaluated the coverage-time curves (θCu-s(t), 4 

Figure 7c) for different supports. The integral of θCu-s(t) (denoted as ΘCu-s) represents the total 5 

number of active sites and thus the ability of the catalyst to inhibit percolation (further details are 6 

presented in Note S2, Table S14, and Figures S15, S16, and S17). Comparison of the product 7 

yields as a function of ΘCu-s (Figure 7d) reveals a strong correlation consistent with the in situ 8 

formation and deactivation of the active species on the surface of GCN. This dynamic behavior 9 

can be intuitively understood by considering the symmetry of GCN, where interlayer positions “i” 10 

represent knots in the KMC grid (Figure S13). GCN and Cu1/GCN show converging behaviors 11 

due to the identical mobility of Cu that is introduced in the catalytic cycle to that present in the as-12 

prepared catalyst. Namely, the initial Cu coverage gradient drives the mobility of Cu in the “i” 13 

positions reducing their blocking effect and causing percolation. However, the presence of the 14 

more stable Fe atoms in “i” positions triggers a cascade effect, where a single localized Fe atom 15 

blocks a whole branch of Cu diffusion trajectories. Consequently, a clustering of yields and ΘCu-s 16 

is observed. 17 

The location of metal atoms in SAHCs, and especially those based on nanoporous hosts, remains 18 

poorly understood and challenging to characterize. Our findings show that the diffusion of metal 19 

species into energetically favorable positions within the bulk of carbon nitride is a primary 20 

mechanism of deactivation (Figure 7a). One strategy to preserve high concentrations of active 21 

species on the surface is to block their percolation into subsurface positions. In GCN, this can be 22 

achieved by doping the lattice with inactive metal atoms. KMC simulations of the behavior of 23 
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distinct metals indicate that the effectiveness of the dopant depends on its chemical identity. For 1 

example, Pd is much more prone to stay on the surface than Cu, Fe, or Pt (Figure S18). Similarly, 2 

other cations could be used, like Ca and Mg, but there is no intrinsic better stability for them, 3 

Table S15. 4 

More generally, metastable structures have shown their catalytic relevance for other materials like 5 

single atoms and cluster systems as boron nitride or nanoporous gold,70-73 both from experimental 6 

and theoretical perspectives. These studies highlight the relevance of non-conventional, relatively 7 

short-live species in the overall reactivity. Our arylation catalyst thus belongs to the same family 8 

of dynamic catalysts with the dominant activity being controlled by the presence of the exposed 9 

Cu atoms.  10 

Towards the design of heterogeneous catalysts for N-arylation reactions, the promoting effect 11 

evidenced here indicates that single-atom heterogeneous catalysts comprise a potential solution if 12 

the metal-host interaction can be controlled. However, the results also highlight the challenges 13 

associated with the design of stable catalysts, where in addition to commonly reported issues with 14 

leaching, the diffusion of active species into host materials also comprises a possible deactivation 15 

path. Improved experimental methods for characterizing the quantity and structure of active 16 

species and the evolution under reaction conditions will be highly valuable. However, the 17 

discrimination of metastable CuI-derived surface adsorbed species from solution phase of CuI or 18 

from Cu atoms in the bulk of GCN with existing techniques poses a major challenge and the 19 

development of new tools is beyond the scope of this manuscript. 20 

 21 

 22 

 23 
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Conclusions 1 

In conclusion, to explore the performance in N-arylation reactions, we prepared Cu, Fe, and dual 2 

Cu-Fe single-atom heterogeneous materials based on graphitic carbon nitride via the one-pot 3 

polymerization of dicyandiamide with the corresponding metal nitrates. Although none of the 4 

single-atom materials performed well as a heterogeneous catalyst for the reaction, remarkably 5 

enhanced activity was observed upon addition of the carbon nitrides to the reference 6 

homogeneously catalyzed reaction run under optimized conditions. The largest promoting effects 7 

were evidenced upon addition of Fe1/GCN to the CuI-catalyzed reaction, achieving quantitative 8 

yields after just 4 h compared to 30% yield in the absence of a solid additive. In-depth 9 

characterization by both experimental and computational methods provided complementary 10 

insights into the reactivity of the distinct metal species anchored on carbon nitride. The inactivity 11 

of Fe and Cu atoms introduced during the synthesis of carbon nitride was related to their 12 

energetically favored stabilization in subsurface positions, preventing their participation in the 13 

reaction. In contrast, CuI adsorbed on the surface of carbon nitride during the reaction exhibited 14 

higher activity than in the purely homogeneously catalyzed reaction. Doping the lattice of carbon 15 

nitride with iron played a key role in maximizing the surface confinement of the active species, 16 

due to the lower mobility of this metal compared to copper. The promotional effect of the single-17 

atom materials was well-described by the surface coverage of copper, which could be effectively 18 

quantified by Kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. The activation of CuI through its adsorption on 19 

the carbon nitride lattice provides a new example of the potential scope of surface confinement 20 

effects to enhance the efficiency of coupling reactions. 21 

 22 
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Tables and Figures 1 

Table 1. Metal Contents of the As-Synthesized SAHCs and of Fe1/GCN after Reuse in 2 

Consecutive Catalytic Runs. 3 

  Fe / wt% Cu / wt% 

Sample State Bulka Surfaceb Bulka Surfaceb 
Cu1/GCN Fresh 0.00 0.00 1.70 0.02 
Fe1/GCN 
 
 
 

Fresh 4.06 0.03 0.00 0.00 
Run 1c 4.10 0.01 0.23 0.05 
Run 3c 4.04 0.00 0.62 0.12 
Run 5c 4.03 0.00 0.40 0.08 

Cu1Fe1/GCN Fresh 2.17 0.01 4.29 0.02 
a ICP-OES, b XPS, c Recovered after use in the reactions described in Figure 5. 4 
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 1 

Figure 1. a) Approach to synthesize Cu- and Fe-containing SAHCs. AC-ADF-STEM images and 2 

elemental maps at lower magnification of b) Cu1/GCN, c) Fe1/GCN and d) Cu1Fe1/GCN. Nearest 3 

neighbor distance (NND) distributions (bars) with corresponding pair distribution function 4 

(circles) are shown inset. Additional AC-ADF-STEM images are provided in Figure S2. EDX 5 

spectra corresponding to the elemental maps are presented in Figure S3. 6 
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 1 

Figure 2. a) Cu K-edge and b) Fe K-edge Fourier transformed EXAFS spectra, c) Cu 2p XPS, d) 2 

Auger, e) Fe 2p XPS, and f) Cw-EPR spectra of the Cu- and Fe-containing SAHCs and reference 3 

compounds. The sample color codes in (a,b) apply to (c-f). The full assignment of the fits in (d) is 4 

provided in Figure S7. 5 
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 1 

Figure 3. a) Modeled supercell showing top (t), surface heptazinic (s), interlayer (i), and under-2 

the-surface heptazinic (u) coordination sites for Cu (green) or Fe (blue) atoms in top (left) or side 3 

(right) view. b) Corresponding formation energies of the sites with reference to an empty cavity 4 

and isolated atom. Color code: C-gray; N-blue; Fe-orange; I-purple; H-white. 5 
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 1 

Figure 4. a) N-arylation of pyrazole with iodobenzene and reaction conditions. b) Yield of 2 

1‑phenylpyrazole (3a) as a function of the reaction time with varying Cu and Fe sources. The table 3 

indicates the initial turnover frequency (TOF) determined after 1 h based on the Cu content. 4 

Reactions were conducted on a 0.3 mmol scale. Yields were determined by GC analysis of the 5 

unpurified reaction mixture and were averaged over two runs. 6 
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 1 

Figure 5. a) HAADF-STEM image and corresponding elemental map, b) AC-ADF-STEM image, 2 

and c) EELS spectra of Fe1/GCN after use in consecutive runs of the N-arylation of pyrazole. d) 3 

Cu and e) Fe K-edge FT-EXAFS spectra, f) the position of the Cu K-edge derived from the XANES 4 

spectra presented in Figure S4, and g) Cw-EPR spectra of Fe1/GCN after use in consecutive 5 

catalytic runs. Reaction conditions as described in Figure 3 with t = 12 h. 6 
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 1 

Figure 6. Scope of the Fe1/GCN promoted N-arylation. Reactions were conducted on 0.3 mmol 2 

scale. Yields refer to the isolated product after purification. *Reactions were run for 48 h. 3 
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 1 

Figure 7. a) Potential route for the activation of CuI via coordination with the GCN surface, 2 

permitting the initiation of a surface-confined catalytic cycle. Green boxes highlight copper species 3 

that can catalyze N-arylation. After the reaction, a single Cu atom remaining in the surface cavity 4 

has a high probability to deactivate by diffusion into the bulk of the host (black arrows) due to the 5 

increased stability of interlayer positions. In Fe1/GCN, the presence of Fe occupying interlayer 6 

positions prevent percolation of Cu atoms, confining them to the surface and enabling their 7 

reintroduction into the catalytic cycle (blue arrow). b) Initial and final configurations of a KMC 8 

run where Cu atoms originally present in surface “s” sites converge to a homogeneous distribution 9 

in all available interlayer positions “i”. c) Cu population on surfaces of different carriers as a 10 

function of time denoted as θCu-s(t). d) Correlation between experimental yield of arylation with 11 

Fe1/GCN, Cu1/GCN and GCN carriers as a function of their capacity for retaining Cu on the 12 

surface Θ, as defined in Equation S2. The linear fitting obtained was Yield = 0±3 + (149±7) Θ 13 

with a correlation coefficient r2 = 0.98. Color code: Cu-red; N-blue; C-gray; I-purple. 14 
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